Synthesis of dabsyl-appended cyclophanes and their heterodimer formation with pyrene-appended cyclophanes.
As a quencher-type host, dabsyl-appended cyclophanes bearing positively and negatively charged side chains (1a and 1b, respectively) were synthesized. Formation of cyclophane heterodimers of 1a with anionic fluorescent cyclophane bearing a pyrene moiety 2b was confirmed by fluorescence titration experiments. The 1:1 binding constant (K) of 1a toward 2b was calculated to be 1.6 × 10(5) M(-1). On the other hand, almost no complexation affinity of 1a toward cationic analogue of fluorescent cyclophane 2a was confirmed by the identical methods, indicating that electrostatic interactions became effective in the formation of cyclophane heterodimers. In addition, van't Hoff analysis applied to the temperature-dependent K values for the heterodimer formation gave negative enthalpy (ΔH) and entropy changes (ΔS). The large and negative ΔH values as well as small and also negative ΔS values showed that the complexation is an exothermic and enthalpy-controlled but not entropy-driven process. A similar trend of molecular recognition was also confirmed for formation of cyclophane heterodimers of 1b with 2a by the identical methods.